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Garments 

Aventails - Quilted and stuffed, or padded and quilted item hung from a helmet to provide 

additional protection. 

Pourpoints - Padded and quilted garment worn either over or under armour to provide additional 

protection. 

Lendenier (Arming Girdle or Padded “C” Belt) - Padded and quilted belt for suspending leg 

armour. 

Cuisses - Quilted and stuffed, or padded and quilted leg protection, can be worn alone or under 

leg armour. 

 

Identifying padding in medieval garments 
 

 Many late 14th through early 15th-century images of soldiers show quilted lines similar to 

the quilting on the Charles de Blois Pourpoint1. This extant garment uses layered padding to 

reshape the body and provide padding to support armour. Additionally, other historians have 

determined that this garment was a ceremonial or civilian garment, based on common armouring 

garments, for his coronation. While there is some imagery, especially of young men wearing 

garments that appear to be padded for shape in civilian situations, they are less common than 

images of soldiers wearing similar garments.  

 

 The most common reference used to identify padded garments in medieval imagery are 

the quilting lines that can be seen in images like those from the frescoes at St. Stephen’s Church, 

Milan, on the north wall of the Palazzo Pubblico, Siena, and on the Santa Maria Novella, 

Florence. 

 

Stuffed Padding versus Quilted Padding 

 

 There are two ways to achieve padded items, the first is by layering batting, typically 

wool or cotton between layers of fabric and sewing quilting lines through it to stabilize the 

batting. The second is by sewing channel quilting lines into the fabric and then stuffing those 

channels with batting. The first method produces a more flexible finished piece and the second 

method can produce an extremely rigid piece depending on how tightly the batting is stuffed in 

the channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Pourpoint de Charles de Blois, MT 30307. Don Chappée, 1924, Musée des Tissus, Lyon, France. www.mtmad.fr   
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Materials 
 

For most items I have found that lightweight, tightly woven wool holds up best to the 

continuous abuse that it undergoes when used for SCA Armoured Combat. Since not everyone 

likes to have wool directly next to their skin, if you want to line with linen then I recommend the 

Natural Softened Mid-weight linen from Fabrics-Store.com, it has a tighter weave than any of 

their other fabrics including the colored mid-weights. https://fabrics-store.com/fabrics/linen-

fabric-IL019-natural-softened-middle/  

 

For quilted and stuffed channels I use cold washed wool that still retains some of its 

lanolin. Lanolin is great for helping to prevent the smell associated with sweaty armour as it has 

some anti-microbial properties. It is not a cure all, but combined with making sure the armour 

gets properly aired out definitely helps with the smells. Currently I buy raw wool and wash it 

myself in my bathtub with Kookaburra wash http://www.kookaburraco.com/wash_buynow.htm 

You can also purchase wool roving and rinse it in water with a little bit of lanolin if you do not 

want to go to the trouble of cleaning and washing the wool yourself. 

 

For the padded and quilted items I buy 100% wool batting without adhesives or fillers, I 

buy it from this website (https://www.buygreen.com/products/wool-batting-100-natural). I have 

found that the lightweight quilt batting is a great weight. If you are doing a single set of padded 

garments, pourpoint and lendenier, the Futon size will give you plenty to work with, I typically 

buy the queen size as I have found it is the best quantity for your money. If the item will be 

heavily sweated in you can add a small amount of lanolin to distilled water in a spray bottle and 

spritz the batting before working with it so that it has a little bit of lanolin in it. 

https://www.amazon.com/Home-Health-Liquid-Lanolin-Ounce/dp/B0014AWF0S?th=1  

 

Examples of Padded Aventails in Medieval Images 

 

   
Philip the Bold c.1404 Charteuse 

de Champmol, Dijon, Côte-d'Or, 

France 

Philip the Bold c.1404 Charteuse 

de Champmol, Dijon, Côte-d'Or, 

France 

Sir Walter Von Hoenklingen killed 

1386 
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Padded Aventail construction 

 

The first padded aventail that I made was a full circle and unless you have a desire to 

look like frilled lizard I do not suggest this design.. The second padded aventail that I made was 

draped on the helmet using muslin and large amounts of duct tape to see if a better shape could 

be achieved. That aventail has been much more successful for a couple of reasons, 1) because it 

is about ¾ of a circle it creates a conical shape rather than a flat collar shape and does not catch 

on the shoulders when the wearer turns their head, 2) it was sewn to the padded helm liner which 

helps it to hold the conical shape and move more easily with the wearer’s head movements. 

Additionally, a more conical shape is what is seen in the two most famous images of padded 

aventails, the effigies of Philip the Bold and Sir Walter von Hoenklingen. And at least in the case 

of the Philip the Bold effigy the aventail appears to be sewn to the helm liner as well. 

 

The yellow aventail has held up amazingly well to being fought in at least once a week 

for over 3 years. Some minor patches have been needed, but as long as I patch holes as they 

appear it does not lose any stuffing.  

 

Also, the padding in the aventail is varied so that it is stiffer in the front and back quarters 

and softer on the side quarters. This allows it to move more easily while still providing 

protection to the vertebra and throat.  

 

Padded Aventail patterns 

 

  

Using light weight canvas use a drop grain draping method to drape pattern from center front to center back. 

Mark edge of helmet, center front, and center back using chalk. 

Remove canvas from helmet and add about 10% to the circumference measurement to the pattern. I think I 

added about 1” on both of the patterns I recently made. 

 



  

Padded Aventail #4 - Good flare below chin line, also covers bottom of chin correctly. Bottom flair better for 

longer necks. 

 

  

Padded Aventail #5 - Covers chin correctly. More flare added below chin line to accommodate a short neck. 

 

  

Padded aventail #2 Pattern - ended up being a little 

bit  too wide 

Padded aventail #3 Pattern - ended up not flaring back 

out below chin line 

 



   

Padded aventail #1 - Full 

circle, this did not work well. 

Padded aventail #2 - still a little 

too wide and did not cover the 

chin correctly 

Padded aventail #3 - All finishing was 

done by the wearer. Still was not quite 

flaring back out correctly. 

 

 
Assemble interior and exterior pieces, mark quilting lines, and sew. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Examples of Pourpoints in Medieval Images 
 

   

Crucifixion, Oratorio de 

Santo Stefano, Lombardy, 

Italy, c. 1400-1425 

Effigy of Sir Walter Von Hoenklingen, 

killed 1386, Swiss National Museum, 

Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland 

Charles de Blois Pourpoint, c. 

1360, Musee des Tissus et des 

Arts decoratifs de Lyon, inv. no 

30307 

 

Pourpoints and construction 

  

 Pourpoints typically refer to a padded and quilted garment seen in both military and 

civilian imagery. The padding and quilting help to provide shape and structure to the garment. 

While the word pourpoint is the most commonly used word among reenactors the garment would 

more likely be called a zuparello in Italian and doublet in English, all of these words describe a 

two layer garment with optional padding and quilting for shaping. 

 

Pourpoint Patterns 

 

  
Basic pattern pieces for a pourpoint Pourpoint Grande Assiette sleeve pattern pieces. 



 

  

 
Using a cotehardie pattern to create a Grande Assiette sleeve 

 

Padded Pourpoint construction 

 

  
Padding only on the shoulders and side ribs. Padding on all of upper front and back. 

  



 
 

Three layers of wool batting. Pinned for quilting. 

 

  
Each section is quilted individually before assembly. 

 



  
Check fit before setting sleeves or finishing seams. 

 

  

Securely flat fell all seams. 

 

  
Reinforced eyelets can be added to point armour. 

 



 

 

Finished Armouring Pourpoint for Count 

William of the Middle Kingdom. 
Built in elbow pad using the stuffed channel method. 

 

  
Civilian pourpoint with a single layer of batting all over to create rigidity. 

 

 



Lendenier (Arming Girdle or Padded “C” Belt) 

 

I was originally introduced to the concept of a lendenier through the research of Ian 

LaSpina, better known as the Knyght Errant online. For an indepth historical overview please see  

http://knyghterrant.com/index.php/2016/04/06/historical-sources-for-the-arming-girdle-

lendenier-with-commentary/  

 

With the first pattern I forgot that I was making the pattern for a rather hippy girl and not 

a guy and the belt ended up sliding down while being worn. The second pattern was made to 

come up higher on the waist, so that it would not slide past the hip bones. And worked well 

except that the linen ended up stretching too much. So version three is four layers of tightly 

woven wool, with one layer of batting sandwiched between. This one has proven to be the most 

effective version so far. The picture below shows it before breaking in, the wool conforms to the 

shape of the body when warm. 

 

  

Lendenier #1  Lendenier #2 

 

  
Lendenier #3 

 

Lendenier Construction 

 

 Sew front panels to back panel for lining and exterior and then place batting between 

layers of fabric. Two layers of fabric for each the lining and exterior. Make sure your quilting 

lines are marked on the fabric and then pin all of the layers together so that you can sew the 

quilting lines.  

 

http://knyghterrant.com/index.php/2016/04/06/historical-sources-for-the-arming-girdle-lendenier-with-commentary/
http://knyghterrant.com/index.php/2016/04/06/historical-sources-for-the-arming-girdle-lendenier-with-commentary/


 Finish with either a rolled hem or binding and then place eyelets at center front for lacing 

the lendenier closed and mark the front for arming points. Reinforce arming points with steel 

jump rings, I normally use 9mm diameter rings. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Padded Cuisses 

 

 
c.1340-45, Strassburg Frauenhaus-Museum, Sleeping 

soldier at the Holy Sepulchre 

 

 Using a similar pattern from creating splinted leg armour and the same techniques as the 

aventail construction I was able to create lightweight protective upper leg protection and hidden 



knee pads inside the steel cops. These are now a few years old and are wearing well and holding 

up well for use in heavy combat. I recently had to remove them from the steel knees to patch a 

couple of holes, but those were the first repairs I have needed to do.  

  

 

  

Padded Cuisses #1 

Pattern 

Padded Cuisses #1 

The knee cop is sewn to the 

cuisse and the lower extension of 

the pattern works as a very 

effective knee pad inside the cop 

Padded Cuisses #1 

Being worn 

 

   

Padded Cuisses #2 

Pattern 2 is very similar to 

pattern 1 

Padded Cuisses #2 

With the channels stuffed, 

before being sewn to the 

knee cops. 

Padded Cuisses #2 

Sewn to knee cops and 

measuring where to attach 

straps and eyelets. 

 


